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Dear AESO,

EnerNOC, an Enel Group Company, appreciates the ability to file comments on the Comprehensive
Market Design (CMD) prepared by the AESO and posted for comment at the end of June. EnerNOC
has participated on the design working groups over the last year and appreciates the time and effort
by AESO staff and other stakeholders throughout the process. Numerous proposals and
recommendations that were brought forward by working group members and discussed as part of
the SAM and CMD working groups have been reflected in the final market design.

EnerNOC will focus these comments one question from the Matrix and on two aspects of the
Comprehensive Market Design:

- Section 9 – Settlement and Financial Requirements
o 9.7 Measurement and verification of capacity assets

- Section 10 – Roadmap – Energy & Ancillary Services
o 10.3 Obligations in the EAS markets for load or aggregated load asset

Matrix Question – Section 8
What additional considerations or further detail may be required regarding how the AESO will assess
whether demand response assets have obtained a sufficient load volume prior to the second
rebalancing auction?

There is a business cycle associated with Demand Response anchored around the delivery period. In
other Capacity Markets there are not onerous or unrealistic requirements for market participants to
document capacity pre-delivery period. If the market structure is effective and leverages
mechanisms such as performance penalties and high financial assurance requirements, which we
believe the Comprehensive Market Design has accomplished, market participants will be correctly
incented to ensure they have the physical capacity available to deliver once the delivery period
begins.

Both ISO NE and PJM require regular pipeline reporting prior to auctions for DR participants to show
qualified resources in the pipeline (Critical Path Schedule Reporting in ISO NE and DR Sell Offer Plans
in PJM), but both do not require any additional submissions prior to reconfiguration auctions.
Physical submissions must be made by operational registration deadlines in order for resources to
be appropriately monetized in the delivery year, but not sooner. The business cycle of demand
response and the work required to engage new sites, install controls and metering, and manage
aggregation portfolios effectively make it overly complicated to require submissions based on % of
UCAP prior to the last rebalancing auction. EnerNOC would recommend general Critical Patch
Schedule reporting similar to ISO NE for DR providers to provide documentation to the AESO of
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business plans to ensure fulfillment of UCAP by delivery year, and mechanisms such as financial
assurance and performance penalties to make sure incentives are aligned for delivery.

S.9 – Settlement and Financial Requirements
Under section 9.7 of the CMD, responsibilities of capacity market participants includes the ability to
‘measure production or consumption on a sub-hourly basis and provide that data to the AESO via
SCADA’. EnerNOC recognizes that the current fleet in Alberta maintains connectivity to the AESO
control room via SCADA, however as the market transitions to more decentralized types of
resources, including aggregated loads, aggregated Distributed Energy Resources as well as smaller
resource types, AESO should review the metering requirements for participation. The value of these
new resources may be lost when metering requirements are based on large centralized generation.
Many markets allow for less stringent telemetry requirements for resources below certain MW size
thresholds to remove this barrier to entry for smaller resource types.

S.10 – Roadmap – Energy & Ancillary Services
Under section 10.3.12 of the CMD, the a load or aggregated load with a capacity commitment must
be ‘ready to meet dispatch requirements similar to existing dispatch requirements for a generating
source asset’ – a ramp rate to meet its dispatch within 10 minutes of a dispatch. Numerous loads,
within an aggregated portfolio or on their own, are able to meet a 10 minute dispatch. This is
demonstrated in Alberta through the 10 minute Operating Reserve product that both directly
connected loads and loads in an aggregated portfolio currently participate in.

However, by limiting the response time to 10 minutes, the AESO will be missing out on reliable and
cost-effective resources that will not be able to participate in the capacity market. As noted in
presentations to the Eligibility Working Group in July 2017, Alberta is projected to have
approximately 1000 MW of load who could participate as a capacity resource. These are Alberta
based businesses and institutions who are on the ground today and who can provide capacity MW.
However, they are not participating today in Operating Reserve as they are not able to meet the 10
minute dispatch, therefore they will not be able to participate in the capacity market, which is a
different product and a product that is designed to meet a different need than OR.

As the AESO system moves away from a centralized traditional generator model, similar to systems
across the globe, providing for a longer dispatch ramp will enable a greater supply of MW for
capacity, MW that can provide a clean, cost-effective and reliable resource. EnerNOC recommends
that ramp and dispatch times be reviewed to ensure an efficient system is continued in Alberta as
the traditional system model evolves.

EnerNOC looks forward to continuing to participate in the Alberta market for years to come and
working with AESO staff, market participants and other interested stakeholders to ensure the right
resources are being incented to evolve to meet the changing needs of the Alberta electricity system.
Please let me know if you have any questions or require further information.

Yours truly,

Sarah Griffiths
EnerNOC, An Enel Group Company


